Stage Your Own
Big Fat Zombie Play
Creating your own Big Fat Zombie Play is easy. Just follow these simple steps.
Stage
Find a place big enough for you and your friends to run around in
(without breaking anything). That will be the stage.
Characters
Each person should pick a Zombie Goldfish character from the list
below:
Tom, Pradeep, Sami, Frankie, or Mark
If two people want to play the same character, then you will need to
hold auditions or possibly do the play twice, so you can take turns.
Either will work.
Costumes
Put together a zombie-tastic costume for your character from the items
listed below:
Tom: 	stripy T-shirt over long sleeves, jeans and messy hair, some
kind of container (one that might hold a zombie goldfish)
Pradeep: glasses, Cub Scout bandana, short-sleeved shirt with a collar,
backpack with supplies
Sami:
a green skirt to act as a tail, or anything with a mermaid on it
Frankie:	bright orange shirt and/or hat, green glasses (ideally with
swirling eye lens)
Mark: 	evil scientist coat, hoodie, sunglasses, toxic green gunk (easily
faked with food coloring)
Props
Look around the house for some items you can use as props. Make a
giant eel out of lots of socks or toilet paper tubes, make a battery out of
cardboard, or find a bag of goldfish crackers to zap into zombies.
Dialogue
Practice your dialog:
Tom: “Come on, Frankie, let’s go!” and “We have to stop Mark!”
Pradeep: “We need to look for clues.” and “You can do it.”
Sami: “Swishy fishy.” and “Snap, snap.”
Frankie: *doesn’t talk, so practice your best fish face!*
Mark: “MWHAHAHAHAHA!” and “That fish is sooooo flushed!”
Scene
Choose a moment from the books to act out or come up with your own
zombie adventure!
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